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so i was able to run some tests today to see why my problem of bsods i had with malwarebytes 3.x,
and yes, and finally it seems i was wrong all along. it turns out, that malwarebytes has some
problems with some win7 distros or drivers. mine is win7 64bit sp1. now, that malwarebytes, which
is not only more powerful, but also more safe is for me, is eating up ram for months. the memory
process is not growing at all. it is stable at 5-6 mb at the moment. i have 4 g of ram. i just did a clean
install of a clean, blank win7 desktop. i have an ssd with 12 g of ram and this installation runs mbam
in about 2 min flat, instead of 1 hr 30 min. this is the opposite behavior. the previous malwarebytes
version would load even the 32-bit version (which consumes 500 mb ram) then it would immediately
ask me to upgrade. this time it starts the 32-bit version and then starts the full version.
malwarebytes virus manager is also great. i just do a malware scan on it periodically. why malware
scans in a realtime manner? because there are many kinds of real time scan engines available. some
do a very good job at finding realtime threats. i love the fact that it does a quick scan of the registry,
but it cant clean it afterwards because the registry is basically corrupted. i guess they did this in
case they get sued, but it would be nice to see them fix it. this is the only thing that i can think of
that would prevent malwarebytes from being a very very good free anti-malware software. the first
time you run malwarebytes and click the scan button. i recommend that you remember if you clicked
on the free version or the premium version. because if it hasn't updated it yet, you can just close the
uninstaller.
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